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Let P be a countably additive probability measure and p be any [0, ml-valued countably additive measure, 
both on a o-algebra ‘?I over a space 0. We define a (P-, p-dependent) countably additive measure H on the 
&ring ?Ic = {A: A E % and pL( A) < CQ} with values in ( - w, +m] with the property that in case R E %,, H(L!n) 
is the total entropy of P relative to CL. We study the Lebesque decomposition of H with respect to CL. 
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1. Introduction 
The concept of “the entropy of a probability measure P” is a misnomer: there is always 
another measure p in the background. In the discrete case considered by Shannon, p is the 
cardinal@ measure [8, p.191; in the continuous case considered by both Shannon and Wiener, 
p is the Lebesgue measure [8, p.541 and [lo, pp. 61, 621. All entropies are relative entropies of P 
with respect to some measure p, as Shannon and Wiener both emphasized, cf. [8, pp. 57,581 and 
[ 10, pp. 61, 621. 
The important paper by Gelfand, Kolmogorov and Yaglom [3] called attention to the case in 
which the underlying p is an arbitrary probability measure. This case was studied indepell- 
dently (ca. 1960) by Kallianpur [4] in the United States and Binsker [6] in the Soviet Union, and 
perhaps others guided by the earlier work of Kullback and Leibler [Sj. They took countably 
additive (CA) probability measures P, p on a a-algebra % over an arbitrary set 0, and taking 
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nfi to be the class of all partitions 7r of 0 into a finite number of disjoint ( 11) cells A in ‘%, they 
defined H,(P I p) and HW 1 II), by 
Wren,, H,(PIp):= c 
4Er+ 
H(PIp):= sup H,(PI d= 
*en,, 
+(A), 
(1 1) . 
Here, rr-+ ={A: AET & p(A)>0 or P(A) > 0). The number H( P I p) is called the total 
entropy of P relatic,e to p. A basic result is 
H(PI/.+ [O, a~]. (1 2) . 
However, the under&& measure p cannot always be taken to be a probability measure. Both 
Shannon and Wiener took the entropy of a probability P over IfB relative to Lebesgue measure 
CC over Iw. Indeed, the probability imposition on p excludes even the elementary case 
considered by Shannon, as the following easily provided proposition shows. 
Proposition 1.1. Let 0 be finite with two or more members, ‘8 = 2*, and ‘do E a, P(o) > 0, and 
let S be the Shannon entropy defined by 
s = c (log P(0)) -P(o). 
Then for ali probability measures p on ‘8, S < H( P I p). 
We leave the easy proof to the reader. In the very simplest “uniform” situation where 0 has 
n members and P(W) = l/n, VW E 0, we have 
H(PIp)=S+logn>S, forn>l. (13) . 
The inequalities in Proposition 1 .l and (1.3) can be turned into equalities by lifting the 
probability restraint on CL. In Proposirion 1.1, for instance, if p is replaced by the cardinality 
measure p0 on &!=(l,..., n), so that each p&k] = 1, we obviously have S = H( P I pJ. ’ If 
&! = N+, the set of all positive integers, the required measure p0 will, like Lebesgue measure, 
be [O, a&&ued. 
The definitions of H,( P I p), H( P I p) in (1.1) break down when p is not a bounded measure 
on ‘?I. One purpose of this paper is to provide a universal definition of H( P I p) valid for all 
[0, ml-valued measures CL. The few who have dealt with [0, a]-valued p, for instance, Rosen- 
blat&Roth [7] and Cziszar [l], ’ have assumed that p is a-finite, and have tailored their 
definitions accordingly. This assumption is satisfied in most applications, but is theoretically 
unnecessary. The definition we shall give is quite different from theirs, but nevertheless 
subsumes theirs. 
A second purpose of this paper is to show that the subject admits considerable widening 
when we interpret H(P I p) not as a number depending on P and p, but rather as a 
(P, w)-dependent set-function on the &ring VI, of subsets A of ‘?I for which p(A) < 00 (cf. 
’ This follows on noting that the partition rO = ((11,. _ .{n}} h as no proper refinements, that HJP I p) increases 
monotonically with the refinement of P, and that S = I&,( P I p). 
’ The titer is grateful to Prof. A. Barron for this reference. 
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Definition 2.2). The entropy measure H := H( P 1 p) so obtained turns out to be countably 
additive on the &ring ‘3, to ( - 00, QO] (Theorem 2.9). 
It turns out that the Lebesgue decomposition of P into parts Pa and Ph that are absolutely 
continuous and singular with respect to p yields a corresponding decomposition of the entropy 
measure H on BP into parts & Z& that are absolutely continuous and singular with respect 
to p (Theorems 2.14 and 2.15). Moreover, the classical theorems, due to Kallianpur [4] and 
others, on the total entropy of P relative to a probability measure p (which in our notation 
would read N( P 1 p)(L!)) admit, for arbitrary p, full-fledged extensions to H( P 1 p)(E) when 
E E %?I,, and to H(P 1 p)(L?) when fi E ap, i.e., when i; is bounded, cf. Theorems 2.14 and 
2.15. 
In Part II (to be published in this journal) we shall show how by taking the total variation 
I H( of the relative entropy measure H and its Hahn-Jordan decomposition, we can extend H 
to a CA measure H on a larger family 9. We will also show that when P has a density f with 
respect to p, then fi itself has a density 4 of f with respect to p where &xl :=x log X, x > 0. 
We shall also study the invariance of the entropy measure under p-measure preserving 
transformations of the space 0. 
2. The relative entropy measure on the fundamental S-ring 
In the rest of this paper we shall adhere to the following notation. 
Notation 2.1. (a) ‘8 is a u-algebra over 0; P is a CA probability or (occasionally) subprobability 
measure on 3; p is a CA measure on ‘3 to [0, 001; 
%%,:=(A: AE%&&4)<oo); 
q + :== (A: A @Q & p(A) > 0 or P(A) > 0). 
(b) V/4 E %,, 
II, := (T: T is a partition of A into a finite number of ]I sets A E VQ). 
For v’, r E &, we say that r’ is a refinement of r, and write rf ( r, iff 
VA’wr’,3Amr~A’~A. 
(c) VA E BP and ‘drr E HA, 
T;+:= {A: A ET & P(A)>O), zr+:=jA:A~d~p(d)>O), ~++=r+Un. 
k0 VAET+, 
PC4 p(A) := - - p(A), QU>=bg p(&)+'(d). 
We note that for A E TT\T + , P(A) = 0 = p(A), and p(A) = O/O is meaningless. Moreover, 
since P and p are F-4, and the function 4: 4(x) =x log X, x E IX,, has - l/e as its absolute 
minimum, cf. (A.2), we have 
VAE%,+ &Vrrd?,, T+ isnonvoid, 
P;A)= c P(A) & p(A)= c /-dA), 
AET+ BET+ 
1 1 
VAf%T+, P(A) E Lo, 4 & -+A)< -,p(A)<Q(A)e 
(2 1) . 
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Likewise, for A E’%\%~ +, both ++ and r+ are void and so therefore is id + . These facts 
suggest he following definition. 
Definition 2.2. Let A E %,. Then 
c Q(A), A-,+, 
( ) a VRE& H,(A)= 
AE’%~\%~+; 
(b) 3 H(A)= sup H,(A). 
Wzn, 
An easy ca)nsequence of (2.1) and this definition is the following useful triviality. 
Triviality 2.3. 
0 a VAE% -&A)<H(A)<m, @ e 
P(A)=0 =j H(A)=O, p(A)=O<P(A) 9 H(A)=m, 
1 
(b) VA&!I,+, --p(A)rQ(A)~H(A)Gm, e 
0 C VA, BE‘%~, H(A) =a&.4cB 3 H(B)=-, 
Id) VA@$, H(A)<= = P+Q p, 
where P *+A w means A E ‘%, f~ 2A & p(A) = 0 3 P(A) = 0. 
Proof. (a), (b) These follow readily from (2.1) and Definition 2.2. The trivial case A E ‘i?fp ‘,BP + 
has to be treated separately. 
(c) To prove (c) we associate with each r in flA, the partition r* := 7r U {B\A} E &, and 
we then take the supremum. 
(d) Let A E BP, H(A) < a, A E I?$ n 2 A and p(A) = 0. An application of Triviality 2.3(c) 
with A, B replaced by A and A shows that H(A) < 00, whence by Triviality 2.3(b), Q(A) < a. 
But for P(A) > 0, we have Q(A) = 0~; hence P(A) = 0. Thus, P “<A p. Cl 
We shall now show that the definition of entropy given in Definition 2.2 is unaffected by the 
replacement of finite partitions of A by countable partitions of A. Let 
VAEY$, n,:= (T: T is a partition of A into a finite or 
countable number of 11 cells in ‘?I,). 
(2 2) . 
3 The full symbol for H(A) should be (HIP I p)H A) or HP,& A 1. But since the measures P and p are fixed, the 
abbreviation Ht A 1 suffices. 
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For A E ‘8, +, and 7r &$, the series C,,,+Q(A) is infinite, and the question of its 
unconditional convergence or unconditional divergence arises. But this matter is easily settled: 
by Triviality 2.3(c) each Q(A) 2 -e-‘p(A); hence the sum of the negative terms of the series 
c 4,,+Q(& is bounded below by ---$&4) and cannot be -00, cf. Lemma A 1 . . Thus . 
Triviality 2.4. VA E 3, + & V;llsr E &, the series 
Hz(.4):= c Q(A) 
AEP+ 
converges unconditionally to some number in L-e- lp( A), 4, or it diverges unconditionally to 
+cQ. 
We now assert the following. 
Transition Lemma 2.5. Let A E 8, + . Then 
H(A) = sup Hz(A). 
wziij;l 
Proof. Write H *(A) := sup, E rr, H,*( A). Since 
L!&i& & VrrEn,, H,*(A)=H,(A), 
we have H(Aj<H*(A). 
To prove the reverse inequality, we may, since - 00 < -e-lp( A) G H(A) G H*(A), take a 
number rO E R 3 rO < R(A) < 00. Then 
3?iEflA3ro<Hz(A)<H(A). 
Let ?i: + = {A,};= 1, and therefore, cf. Triviality 2.4, 
rO <Hz(A) := i Q(A,). 
k=l 
By Triviality 2.4, this series converges unconditionally or diverges to 00 unconditionally. Hence, 
(1) 3n,EN+3n>n0 a r,< k Q(b)* 
k=l 
NOW obviously &+i := U &n+l A, E BF, and since rS,+, -An+, and A,+, E 77 +, therefore 
D n+l~%?l,+.Hence 
TV:= (Ai,...,_,, A Yn,+i) EJ7, 4k 77ri + ‘=Cijcll* 
It follows from Definition 2.2 that 
HJA) := k Q(4) + Q(Dn+,) >ro - $@%+I), for n 2 no, 
k=l 
by (1) and Triviality 2.3(b). Thus, vn > no, 
1 1 
(2) r. <H&l) + --F(D~+~) <H(A) + -P(D,,+& e e 
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Now, cf. (2.11, p(A) = EJET+p (A) = z= Ip( A,). It follows, since p(A) < 00, that 
iu(o,+,)=CL(A)- kB(AkPOI as n-,m. 
k=l 
Hence, on letting n + a0 in the right-hand side of (21, we get r0 < H(A). Here r0 is any number 
less than H(A). Thus H*(A) <H(A). 0 
So far no use has been made of the concavity of the log function on (0, a). Its use yields a 
sharpening of Triviality 2.3(b), and thence the useful result that H,(A) and H,*(A) do not 
diminish under the refinement of z in & follows. 
Lemma 2.6. 
j&4EUP+,V7iE& &v+Ej?A, 
1 
--&+Q(A)<H,(A)& Q(A)ffl:(A). 
e 
Proof. Let A E 2Q + and v E &. We have to consider three cases: (1) P(A) = 0 < p(A), (2) 
F(A) = 0 <P(A), (3) P(A) > 0 < p(A). In case (11, Q(A) = 0 = H,(A) and in case (2), Q< A) 
=OC = HJ A). Thus, the first inequality holds trivially in cases (1) and (2). 
In case (31, p(A) := P( A)/p( A) E R,. We may therefore apply the inequality (cf. Lemma 
A-3): 
VxEIO,+QWroER+, logx~logx,-~+1, 
X 
with x = p(C) and x0 = ~(~4). Thus 
P(A) + 1
log p(A) a log p(A) - - 
w(A) - 
Multiplying the terms by P(A) and summing over A in v + , where m E Z&, it follows easily 
that C AE,,Q(A& Q(A), i.e., that H&4) > Q(A). 
Next, let F E nA. Then the argument given in the last two paragraphs carries over verbatim 
with the replacement of 7r and H,(A) by F and H,*(A). 0 
We need the following simple result on refinements. 
Triviality 2.7. Let A E ‘i?ip + , r, T’ E l$ & d ( 7~. Then 
VA ET, ~rn2+n, & 7r’+ = C (dn2A)+. 
AET+ 
Prmf. Let A E T. Then since r’ 4 rr, obviously V’ n 2” is a partition of A, i.e., & n 2” E HA. 
Next let A’ E d + and let A’ GA E r. Then since &.Y) > 0 or P(A’) > 0, it follows that 
p(A) > 0 or P(A) > 0, ie., A E T + . Thus 
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i.e., 7r’ + G tJ dEr+2A. Hence IT’+ = tJ A E ,+{(v’ + ) (7 2’). Since obviously (7~’ + ) n 2A = 
(r’ n 2’) + , we are done. •I 
Lemma 2.8. Let A E 91P + . Then 
W,V’ElI~ &. r’*7r = 
- 
H,(A) GH,JA), 
H;(A)<H,*(A). 
Proof. Let q, 7r’ l l7~ and V’ + T 
Triviality 2.7, we conclude that 
H,,(A)= c Q(A’)= 
A’ET’S 
Then from the equality IZT’ + = u A_+(v’ (7 2’) + , cf. 
c c Q(A’) 
(1) = C H,,f,,A,(A), since 7Cn 2” d&. 
AET+ 
But by Lemma 2.6, VA E r + , Q(A) < Herr n ~~~A). Thus from (1) we get 
H+(A) 2 c Q(A) =-,(A). 
Next let %, i? E oA and 5’ 4 Z. Then the argument just given carries over with the 
replacement of T, T’, H,(A), H+(A), HrS n JAI by F, 3, H;(A), H;:(A), H,“&A), 
respectively. 0 
An immediate corollary is the result that H(A) is the refinement limit of H,(A) and of 
H;(A): 
VAE%~+, lim H,(A)=H(A)= 1‘ 
r1 
;T HZ(A). 
lrEl7, 7rEi& 
These results culminate in the following theorem. 
(2.3) 
Theorem 2.9. H( - ) is a CA measure on the &ring BP to ( - q 001. 
Proof. Let Vk 2 1, A, E !!I,, A, be II& A = U FclAk E 8,. We have to show that H(A) = 
ET= 1 H( Aj). Since the terms are uniformly bounded below by - e-‘p( A) > - 00, the series 
unconditionally converges, or unconditionally diverges to + 00. 
Mow if A is in %?I,\%, + , so is each A,. By Definition 2.2, H(A) = 0 = H( A,), and the 
equality holds trivially. 
Let A E 3, + and let 
J=(j: jEN+ &AjE~P+j. 
Since, cf. Definition 2.2, for k E N +\J, H( A,) = 0, we have to show that H(A) = Ej E ,H(Aj)* 
We shall proceed in two steps: 
(I) H(A) G C H(Aj)Y 
j=J 
(II) CH(Aj) <H(A)* 
jEJ 
?33 
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pioof of (I). Let w E IIA. Then 
q:=(AflAk: AET)E~,~, d= i ~~~~~ & TT’-oT. 
k=l 
Obviously I$ + = U r= ,~cT& + . But since tlk E N +\.?, rk + = 0, we have 
(1) RI-I- = uWj+* 
jEJ 
It follows from (1) that 
H$( A) := C Q(A) = C C Q(A) = CHr,(Aj) G CH(Aj)* 
JET’+ jc%J AEZT,+ jeJ jEJ 
Since zi’ < r, we conclude from Lemma 2.8 that 
Hz(A)=Hz(A)<H$(A)< CH(Aj). 
jEJ 
Taking the sup over r E IIA, we have (I). 
Proof of (II). Let WC 3 1, IQ E I&*. Then obviously 
X 
and exactly as with (1) above, we have 
(2) cir+= UTj+_ 
jEJ 
Since Wj E J, q + f @, we see, cf. Definition 2.2, 
CH,(Aj)= C C Q(A)* 
jE! jEJ ACT,+ 
By virtue of (2), the A appearing on the right-hand side are precisely the cells of r + . Thus the 
last summation is a derangement of CdE ,tQ( A) = H,*(A). Thus 
!3) CHz(Aj)=H,*(A)<H(A)* I 
jeJ 
NOW (II) obviously holds if H(A) = 00. Let therefore H(A) < m. Then by Triviality 2.3(c), 
each _Fi(A,) < =_ Letting E > 0, it follows that 
Vj~.I,3r_+&,~H(Aj)-~ , < H,.( Aj)* 
Summing over j E J, we get, cf. (3), 
CH(Aj)-E< CHriAi)<H(A)* 
jEJ jE/ 
Letting E --) 0 + , we have (II). q 
It is natural to ask how the absolute continuity or singularity of P with respect to p bears on 
the absolute continuity or singularity of the entropic measure H with respect to p. For the 
measures at hand, defined on S-rings, the relevant notions of global and local absolute 
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continuity and singularity (symbolized by -W , dot and A) are defined in Definition A.6 
The symbol Y!JIP denotes the family of p-negligible sets, cf. Definition AS. 
First as to absolute continuity, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.10. (a) H -x-?~~ fi * !!I, c %, H P 44 p. 
(b) Range H E R -P-p &H++. 
Proof. (a) The first implication follows from (A.7)(a). Next let YIP E %,, and let A E ar & 
CL(A) = 0. Then H(,4) = 0. Since, cf. Triviality 2.3(b), -e-‘&l) < Q(A) G H(A), it follows 
that Q(A) = 0. If P(A) > 0, Q(A) := log{P(A)/O}P(A) = 00. Hence P(A) = 0. Thus 9, c ‘8,. 
But P and p satisfy the conditions of Corollary A.8 with 9 = ‘$I, and therefore 
(1) s&g, w P-++. 
Thus P (4 p. 
Finally let P-N p. Then by &l), YIP G 92,. Hence 
AEI!l &&I)=0 =$ Ad?lCr & ,u(A)=O=P(A) 
* bfA~‘%,n2~, AE%~\‘%%~+ 
* VA E 3, n 2A, H(A) := 0, by Definition 2.2, 
q AE&. 
Thus %, c !JI,. This establishes (a). 
(b) Let Range H c R! and suppose that P VW p. Then by (l), %, g %,, i.e., 
(2) ~A,E%~~~(A,,)=O<P(A~). 
But since H(A,) < 00, Triviality 2.3(d) tells us that P +(A0 p, i.e., 
(3) A~r57~n2~o&p(A)=O - P(A)=O. 
Taking A = A, in (3), it follows, since p( A,) = 0, that P( A,) = 0. This contradicts the 
inequality in (21, and shows that our supposition is untenable; thus P -W p. 
To show that H-W p, we have, as just shown, P *( p. Hence by (a), 
(4) gP 02,. 
But since Range H G R, H is a CA measure on !!$ to R. Hence, as is well known, 
‘RAE%,, IHI(A)<~, 
where 1 H 1 is the total variation of H, cf. (A.4). The measures p and H therefore satisfy the 
conditions of Corollary A.8 on 9 = ‘?I,. Hence by Corollary A.8, gP c %, *H -W CL. This 
together with (4) yields H-M p. 
This completes the proof of (b!. •I 
To deal with the issue of singularity, we need the following triviality. 
Triviality 2.11. Let C E 3. Then, cf. Definition A.%a), 
C is a carrier of P * C is a carrier of H. 
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Proof. Let C be a carrier of P. Then V” E ‘?!Lp, P( A \ C) = 0, whence by Triviality 2.3(a), 
H(A\C)=O.ThusCisacarrierof H. 0 
Proposition 2.12. 4 lL p -N&u_ =Range H={O, 00). 
Let P Y p. Then P and p have disjoint carriers Cp, Cp. Since by Triviality 2.11, C,, is a 
carrier of H, we have H JL cc. 
Next let HJL~, and let C,, Cc( be their disjoint carriers. Let A E ap and H(P,) # 0. To 
finish the proof, we only have to show that 
(I) H(A)==. 
PI-@ of (I). Since A n CH II Cw, therefore p( A n CJ = 0. But since H( A n CH) = H(A) + 0, 
therefore, by Definition 2.2, A n CH E 9, + . Thus P( A n CH) > 0. Hence by Triviality 2.3(a), 
H(AnC,)==. Since H(AnC,)=H(A),we have(I). I7 
The next example shows that the implication P JL p * Range ti = (0, 00) in Proposition 2.12 
is not reversible in general. 
Example 2.13. Let 0 = (0, 11, % be the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets of (0, l], p be the Lebesgue 
measure on %!I and 
WA E 3, P(A) := p(A n (0, $1) + $xA(l). 
Then Range H = (0, =}, but P d p. 
Proof. Writing 0, = (0, $1, a, = (4, l), we have 
(1) WA&?L, H(A)=H(An&-,)+H(AnR,)+H(An(l)). 
But H( A n&)=0, since for A GA n&!,, P(A):=p(A) and therefore Q(A) = 0. Next, since 
P( A n 0,) := 0, therefore by Triviality 2.3(a), H( A n a,) = 0. Finally, since y{ 1) = 0 < P{ l), by 
Triviality 2.3(a), H(1) = 34. Thus (1) reduces to 
VAd,H(A)==-,yA(l), 
and Range H= (0, 00). 
Let Cp be a carrier of P. Then 1 E Cp and 
1=P(Cp)=P(CpnfJ,)+P(l)=~(Cpni2,)+f, 
and therefore &) 2 p(C, n 0,) = f. Let CCL be a carrier of p. Were Cp JL Cp’ then, since p 
is FA, 
p(0) ~&) +&J 2 1+ +, 
which is absurd. Thus CCL $ Cp. Hence P $ p. •I 
As stated in Remark A.11, the probability P has a Lebesgue decomposition with subproba- 
bility components Pa, Pb that are absolutely -G c. ntinuous and singular with respect to p. In the 
next theorem we show that the entropy measures of these components yieid the corresponding 
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components in the Lebesgue decomposition of H iise!f with respect to U. Briefly, there is a 
concordance between the two Lebesgue decompositions. 
Concordance Theorem 2.14 (Form I). Let, cf. Theorem A.10 and Remark A.ll, 
(i) Db be suc?z that &, E gp & VN E %,, P(N\I(L,) = 0, 
J&J := 0 \a,, P,(+=P(-no,), P,(+=P(~nQJ, on 9X, 
sothatP=P,+P,, P,-++ & ~vP~u.P,; 
(ii) H, H,, Hb be the entropy measures on ‘Bcr of P, P,, Pb relative to I_C, respectively. 
Then 
(a) H,(e) = HC n&1, H,(-) = H(- q,), on S%,; 
W H=H,+H,, H,-‘O’p & ~JLH~JLH,. 
Proof. (c?) Let A E 3,. Since, cf. (i), 0, is a carrier of P,, therefore by Triviality 2.11 it is a 
carrier of H,. Hence 
(1) H,(A) = H&I nf2,). 
Now write VET E &, 
?~;1+ :=(A: A ~r&A(d)>OorP,(d)>O) 
and 
P,(A) 
VA E 7~~ + , Q,(A) := log---- 
P(A) 
* P,(A), 
and let A E VIP n 2% Since, cf. (i), P, = P over Q, it follows at once that 
HVq4, 7ra + =rr+ & A~rr,+ - Q,(A)=Q(A). 
Hence 
H,(A) := ,“,“,p $ QM 
A rl7+ 
= ,“~“np 
A 
,Ec,c QW =W4 
Thus 
(2) lfA~%~n2”~, &(A)=H(A). 
Combining (1) and (2), we see that 
VA+, Ha(A)=Ha(An&)=H(P no,). 
In exactly the same way we can show that 
VAdp, HJA)=H(AnR,). 
Thus (a) follows. 
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(b) Since 0, n L$, = l2 & .R,il Q, and H is FA on U,, it follows from (a) that 
(3) H(.)=H(-nL?,)+H(dV2,)=H,(-)+H,(.), on !?I,. 
Next since Pp -+c u, therefore by (ii) and Proposition 2.10(a), 
(4) %, c g,, i.e., H, -40c p. 
Finally, since Pb JL p, therefore by Proposition 2.12, Hb A p. Also by (a), Ha, Hb have disjoint 
carriers. Thus 
(9 cla&DJ%= 
By (3)~(51, we have (b). 0 
The concordance is also stateable in terms of the Lebesgue decomposition P into probability 
components, but in a less elegant form. This result is easily deduced from Theorem 2.14. 
Concordance Theorem 2.15 (Form II). Let 
(i) be as in Theorem 2.14( 8; 
(ii) A, == P(&), A, := P(R,), Pa == h;‘P, and Ph := h,‘P, on %!I, so that Pa, Pb are the 
absolutely continuous and singular probability components of P with respect o p on ‘2X; 
(ii) Ha, Hb be the entropy measures on ‘BP of the probability measures Pa, Pb relatiue to pu; 
(iv) Ha := Ha - &l/h,)P,, Ht, := Hb - 4(l/hb)Pb on a,, where 4(x) :=x log x, x > 0. 
Then H = i,H, + AbH/,, Ha +?Oc /A & && lL Hb AL Ha. 
Appendix A 
In this Appendix we discuss some results ancillary to this part of the paper. 
In the theory of relative entropy measure, the following result on the unconditional 
convergence or divergence of a series Cu, of terms in ( - 00, a] for which c;I= 1 1 uk I = 00 is 
required. 
Lemma Ad. Let (u,&, be a sequence in C-m, ~1 such that --oo < -a, <u,,, where a,, > 
0 & xz= 1a, < 00. Then the series Cu,, either converges unconditionally to some nwnber in R or 
dkerges uncclnditionally to + R 
The proof is quite elementary. Also required is the following somewhat related version of the 
Fatou Lemma. This involves the concept of a &ring of subsets of 0, i.e., a ring closed under 
countable intersections, but not necessarily under countable unions. We alsO need the notation: 
For@ #.Fc~~, 9’Oc:= (A: AGO &VFEY, AnFE9). (A4 
seen tha: for a S-ring 9, 9 co-alg(9) &oc, the last being a c-algebra. The result 
in question then reads as follows. 
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Lemma A.2 (Fatou, for sequences uniformly bounded below). Let 
(i) the CA measure p on the S-ring 9 with Llalues in R,, be bounded, i.e., sup, E & D) < 03; 
(ii) ihe sequence ( f,l>z= 1 of functions f,, on L! to ( -00, 001 be 9““, Bore1 measurable and 
uniformly bounded below, i.e., m := inf, >, 1f,, E R. 
Then 
--oo <m =@I) G / lim f,*(w) p(dW) G lim /afnb) ~(dd 
L?- n-30 n+x 
This follows readily on applying the classical Fatou Lemma to the sequence of nonnegative 
functions f,( l ) - m. 
The concavity of the log function is crucial to the theory, and best adapted to our purpose is 
the following consequence of this property. 
Lemma A.3. 
x0 
Vx,,ER+ &cvxqo,q, logx~logx,--++1* 
X 
Proof. For x = 00, the left-hand side is QO, and for x = 0, the right-hand side is - 00; hence the 
inequality holds. Next, let x E IR,. Then x is an interior point of the domain of the convex 
function - log. Hence 
(I) - log x + log x0 2 A,(x -x0), 
where A, = - log’xo = - l/x,. Substituting A, = - 1 /x0 in (l), and writing y = l/x and 
y. = l/x,, (1) reduces to 
yo 
log y>log y,-y+l. 
Since y = l/x E Iwo+ & y. = l/x, E R,, we are done. 0 
As for the associated function 4 defined in Part II, Assumption 4.1(b), viz. 
4(x) =x log x, x E R,, 
we need only note that 
4 is continuous and convex on R + onto R,, +(O + ) = 0 - & 1) & ~(OO - ) = 00, 
4 is negative on (0, 1) and positive on (1, 00) and attains its absolute minimum 
- l/e at x = l/e, 
I 
(A.9 
Vx, y 2 0, qNx *y) =x~(y) 3- ygdx). 
The definition of the total variation 15 1 of a CA measure 5 on a S-ring ‘9 over 0 with 
values in J, where 4 
X = a normed vector space or ( - 00, ~1, (A-3) 
’ .2’ will have this meaning throughout this Appendix. For purpose‘, of entropy, the normed vector space can be 
assumed to be R. 
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its domain is the localization a-algebra %‘O$ cf. (A.11, and 
WEE%~=, @1(E):= sup c I&(EnA)l, whereHE= u &. 
readily (cf., e.g., 12, p.35, No.91) that 
5 0 is a CA measure on 9 lo@ to [0, 001; 
(b) VEER”‘% l&l(E)= sup lSl(Eno); 
(c) for [0, a]-valued 5 on gy 
VEEP=, 1(/(E)= supt(EnD), andso&@I. 
DE2 
(A-4) 
W) 
We will need the following simple result; the proof of which is obvious. 
Triviality A4. Let A E SP and p& -) := p( l n A,) on 9. Then WE E s’=, 
(E)= ~pl(~nA,). 
L)efinition A.5 Let 8 f 8 C 2$ 3 be as in (A.3), and 6 be a function on 3 to J. We say that 
(a) C is a car&r of 5 iff C E s’Oc & VF E 8, ((C n F) = e(F); 
(b) N is &ne&%ie iff N E 8’” & VF E 8, t( N n F) = 0. 
%, denotes the family of t-negligible subsets of !2. 
Ddhition AA. Let 
(i) !R be a ring over In & 5 be as in (A.3); 
(ii) p and & be CA measures on ZR to 10, m] and 5, respectively. 
We say that 
(a) 5 is absohtely corztinuous with respect to p, and write e (4 p, iff VA E !R & We > 0, 
36,, > 0 such that 
R~Z.Rn22A & p(R)<i& - It(A)/ <E; 
(b) 5 is locally b I 1 a soute y continuous with respect to p and write 8 -+?Oc p, 5 iff WA E 8 3 
15((A)<oo&W~>0,36,.>Osuchthat 
Rdln2A & j&aA,E - It(A)1 <e; 
(c) 6 and p are mutual& sirrgular, and write 5 11 CL, iff there exist disjoint sets C,, C, E %‘Oc 
such that C, is a carrier of 6 and C, is a carrier of p. 
It is trivial that 
for a CA measure on 9 to J, 
(a) %& = %,,, and 5 & I 8 I have the same carriers; 
(b)Cisacarrierof e& C~CEB’~*Ciscarrierof 5; 
(c) C,, C, are carriers of 5‘ q C, n C, is a carrier of 5. 
(A-6) 
5 We write *dot rather than ~4,~ to stress that “locally” here refers to sets that are “finite” with respect to 5, 
not I_ 
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We readily see that 
(b) !J2@ c 2, = any carrier of JL is a carrier of 5. (A.71 
When 8 is a S-ring, this result improves significantly as can be shown by adapting the proof of 
von Neumann in [9, p.199, 11.2.41. 
Theorem A.7. Let !R = 9 be a &ring and 6, p be as in Definition A.6. Then 
(4+ * 5<40CjL a %?,c%,. 
Corollary A.8. Let the measure 6 in Theorem A.7 be such that WD E 9, 18 I( D) < 00. Then 
@-+ = %,c%,. 
Proof. For any &HDE%, l[l(D)< a, it follows from Definition A.6 that 6 +@ p iff 
6 *+ p. Hence by Theorem A.7 we have the result. 0 
For real- or complex-valued CA measures on 3 the condition that 15 I(D) < 00, VD E 9, is 
automatically fulfilled. This is not of course the case for the ( -a, al-valued entropy measure. 
(Nor might we add is it the case for most of the significant Banach-spaces-valued measures.) 
From (A.61 and Theorem A.7, it follows readily that 
if 5 is CA on a S-ring 9 to J and p is CA on ~3 to [O, 01, then 
~+@‘~ iff I(] -++oc ]r_~], @P iff l5l-U~I. (A-8) 
To turn to the Lebesgue decomposition, we shall first study the consequences that follow 
from the assumption of the Lebesgue decomposability of an J-valued CA measure on ‘3 with 
respect to a [0, a+valued CA measure fi on 3. 
Theorem A.9. Let 
(i) 9 be a S-ring over 0; 
(ii) p and c be CA measures on 9 to (0, QO] and X, respectively; 
(iii) (,, &, be CA measures on 9 to Z 3 
5=5,+5j0 5,44’OCP & cLJG6J-&-J. 
Then 
(a) the decomposition i  (iii) is unique; 
(b) El&, 0, E Bloc such that 0 a U l2 b = ~2, Oa 11 fl, and n, is a carrier of p and t,, and .R, 
is a carrier of tb; moreover, 
5a(‘)=5(. nfla)9 Sb(*l=5(* “flb)v on B; 
0 C l~l=l5,l+l~~l~ I(,1 ++‘Oc IPI & IPl”.15~l~15al* 
Proof. (a) The proof is left to the reader. 
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(b) By (iii), p and 0, have 11 carriers, say C, and Cb. Next, since by (iii), s, E sta, 
therefore by !A.7)(b), ~1 and c have a common carrier, say C,. BY (A.6)k), 
(1) R,:= C, n C, is a carrier of p and so of v~. 
Next, since fi, c Cz 11 Cb, therefore Cb E lit\& E 3’“. Hence by (A-6)(b), 
(21 % := f2\0, is a carrier of vb & a, II 0,. 
It follows from (iii), (1) and (2) that W E 9, 
s(Dn.n,)=5,(Dnn,)t$,(Dna,)=~~(D), 
and likewise with 0,. Thus 
(3) 8a(=)=2(-na,) & e&)=i(=nQJ, on 9. 
By (l)-(3), we have (b). 
ic) It follows from (3) and Triviality A.4 that 
(4) l&J(-)= l5l(-n&), i&A(=)= 151(-n&A on Woe. 
Since I Z: 1 is FA on a’“, we see that W4 E 81W, 
(5) M(4)= 15I(Anfi,)+ III(AnQJ= E,l(A)+ 15&Q 
Next, since ?RP G W,. therefore by (A.6)(a), 
(6) S%, c ?UGIT i.e., i zh i 4‘w i p I. 
Finally, from (l), (2) and (A.6)(a), 0, is a carrier of I p I and I 5, I, and 0, is a carrier of I q, I- 
IIence 
(‘3) 1I.h I~&h,I. 
By W-(7), we have (c). q 
Finally, we state a condition on 5 sufficient to ensure that it has d Lebesgue decomposition 
with respect to p. 
Theorem A.19 ILebesgue decomposition). Let 
(i) -2 be a S-ring over a; 
(ii) p and 6 be CA measures on 23 to [O, a] and 5, respectively, and I 5 I(&?) < 00. 
?%en 
(c?, 30, E 91, 3 WV E 5$, 15 I<lv\f2,> = 0; 
(b) M+rg 0, := O\& and letting 
VDES, S,(D) := S(D n f&J. S,(D) := S(D n fib), 
we hare 5,, &, are CA on 9 to 3, am! 
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(c) the decomposition 
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Proof. (a) By (ii) and (AS)(a), 
l&k @]areCAon %‘Oc to [O,a], 
moreover, 
P := sup I&I(N)< 15I(n)-. 
N&VP 
It follows that 30, E ‘%, such that 16 I(&,) = p. From this it follows in turn that WV E %,, 
[ 5 1 (N\Q,) = 0. Thus (a) follows. 
(b) Let 1”2,, .R,, 5,, t6 b e d f e ine d as in (a). Then obviously &, sb are CA on 9 to X And 
since 6 is FA on 9, we have 
(1) P(‘)=5(=nn,)+5(=n~b)=5,(.)+~b(.), on 9. 
Next &, 0, are carriers of 5,, &,. Also, since by (a), &, E YIP, therefore 52, := 0 \a, is a 
carrier of JU. Since 0, ]I a,, we see that 
(2) 5,-‘Gb & w-&v 
Finally, let N E Zn,. Then 
15I(Nnfi,)= 15I(N\n,)=O, by (a)- 
Hence ~9 ~9, 0 = t( N n 0, n D) =: S,( N n D), i.e., by Definition A.6, N E gVa. Thus 
(3) g, 02” 7 l2 i.e., va +?oc E.C. 
By (l)-(3), we have (b). •I 
Remark AM. Let 3, P and p be as in Notation 2.1. Then with 9 = 8 and u = P the premisses 
of Theorem A.10 are fulfilled. Furthermore, by Corollary A.8, -x”’ is replaceable by 44 , 
and 9”’ = %I. Hence from Theorem A.lO, we conclude that 
3i2, E W, 3 VN E %,, P( N\fi,) = 0, 
and letting a, := .R\-Q,, ad 
P,(-):=P(+&), Pb(-):=P(-n.R,), on 3, 
we have the Lebesgue decomposition 
P=P, +Pb, Pa 44 p c% ?L JL pb JL r”,. 
Here Pa, Pb are CA subprobability measures on ‘?I. 
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